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A n Amory Blaine, a Nick Adams, or a Holden Caul-
field is familiar to readers of American literature as
the uninitiated protagonist, seeking a place in a

bewildering and frequently hypocritical world of travel,
education, war, and sexual exploits. In Mormon
novels, beginning in the 1940s and continuing to the
present, the uninitiated explorer is more likely to be a
young woman. She also explores a male world which is
closely overseen by the Father and even more closely
by his servants: men who hold His priesthood and thus
govern and preside. From prophet to deacon, the chain
of authority includes virtually all men, but the
women--Clory, Kate, Mercy, Chel, Matilda, and the
others--are a part of that chain only tangentially where
they attach like barnacles to their husbands. Perhaps
because they are only adjacent to the strain of author-
ity, some women are less loyal to the link above their
husbands than are the husbands themselves, who are
always more loyal to Brother Joseph or to Brother
Brigham than they are to their wives.

These women, then, are known as rebels, although
most of them live their lives "within the system." The
rebellion is an internal see-saw more than an outward
riot, as they confront and secretly reject doctrines and
customs that seem quite comfortable to the rest of the
community.

Due to the limited space and time of this paper, we
must abridge our considerations. Place as belief and as
a struggle with the earth cannot be discussed here, al-
though it is important in the novels; nor can doctrinal
belief as a whole, nor even comparative literary value. I
have selected seven novels from more than twice that
number (ranging from Samuel Taylor’s Family Kingdom
to Joyce Eliason’s Fresh Meat/Warm Weather.)These
seven bring variety as well as unity in considering what
is at the core of these rebellions: a woman’s relation-
ship with men--her husband and sometimes, her
lover. The graph is to acquaint you or refresh your ac-
quaintance with the characters, and to save time-
consuming explanations as the paper progresses.

A primary cause of rebellion in Mormon novels is
the practice of polygamy. This is the case for Kate
Hamilton, Nancy, Mercy, and Clory. Interestingly, all

but Clory are first wives who are horrified at the
thought of their husbands marrying a second time.

In Blanche Cannon’s Nothing Ever Happens on Sun-
day Morning, Eben (on a mission in England) converts
and marries the beautiful May. He keeps their marriage
a secret from his wife Matilda, even after they both
come to the United States, until he decides the time is
ripe to run for ward bishop. He is aghast to find that
Matilda cannot remain friends with May.

Burns Hamilton, of the recently published Watch for
the Morning by Elizabeth McDonald, is a loving, though
zealous, missionary-husband (again in England) but
becomes increasingly monstrous as he adds wife after
wife in Utah.

Simon, in A Little Lower Than the Angels by Virginia
Sorensen, is counseled by Brigham Young to take
another wife when Mercy’s health breaks. As Simon
listens, he feels "a weakness, an excitement that was
like something he remembered from the years when he
was very young.’’1 Mercy soon finds herself a helpless
and hating observer as young, healthy Charlot assumes
all Mercy’s wifely responsibilities.

Nancy thinks she can beat the system (in For Time
and All Eternity by Paul Bailey) by marrying the first
gentile she finds. She watches with mixed emotions as
Joel converts, becomes a patriarch in Zion, and eventu-
ally a polygamist.

Only Maurine Whipple recognized the dramatic
possibilities of a later wife, in The Giant Joshua. Clory is
raised by her Uncle Abijah and Aunt Bathsheba but be-
comes Abijah’s third wife when she is seventeen. "Isn’t
it funny," Clory thought one night, "here we are, three
womefi married to one man and to only Sheba is he
’my husband;’ to Willie and me he’ll never by anything
more than ’Brother Mac’.’’2

Kate Alexander, in The Evening and the Morning by
Virginia Sorensen, was the young second wife of a
widower rather than a polygamist. From that vantage
point she explains to her daughter, Dessie, the adjust-
ment of values necessary in polygamy:

Once polygamy was established and accepted
in a community pride wasn’t a matter of being
well loved by one man any more, holding him
firmly in a house, keeping him contented enough
and obligated enough to stay there. A woman
could be proud of how well she got along with
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the rest of the women. She had a reason to see
that the meals in her house were always good and
the beds always clean. And she didn’t have to be
afraid like so many women are now--a man was
always accounted for .... 3

Matilda, who wept as she listened to May’s and
Eben’s laughter through the thin walls of their double
house, would not have agreed; nor would Nancy, who
refused to let Joel marry his young friend until he an-
nounced that she was pregnant and disgrace would be-
fall the entire family. Kate Hamilton slaved masochisti-
cally despite her husband’s callous ingratitude and his
relish for younger wives. Clory found Sheba’s interfer-
ence and bullying nearly unendurable, but she found a
mother in her sister-wife, Willie. In addition to the in-
securities and adjustments that seem inevitable in such
a system, these women endured outrages (some of
which I have mentioned) which I have distinguished
from polygamy itself by the term "abuse of patriarchy."

Inherent in the belief in polygamy as a religious and
social order is the concept that it is socially acceptable,
morally upright, and even holy for a man to love more
than one woman; and that he is (or can become) per-
fectly capable of loving them equally, though separ-
ately. Clory in her dugout, Matilda rocking her beaten
son, Mercy helpless in her bed, didn’t believe it. Even a
much younger Kate Alexander than the woman who
talks about polygamy as a shift in pride was devastated
when she glimpsed her husband, Karl, kissing her
younger sister. Much later, Kate discovered that the
kiss had not mattered to anyone but herself, but by
then she had learned about the possibilities of love.

The reverse of that male-multiple-love concept is
also considered in several of these novels, sometimes at
counterpoint to polygamy. In every case, however, it is
considered socially unacceptable, morally repugnant,
and evil for a women to love more than one man. Yet
Clory loves Free, Abijah’s son, with such joyous pas-
sion that she thinks of him as Kissy’s father, although
only Abijah has reached her sexually. Kate Alexander
loves Peter (who is married to Karl’s sister-in-law) with
varying degrees of joy, guilt, and passion, and gives
birth to his daughter, Dessie, which nearly scared Peter
to death. Chel gives herself to Erik, though she is be-
trothed to Jens, his half-brother. Chel cannot follow
through on that gift, however, and marries Jens any-

way, which ravages all three. Chel endures the temple
ceremony in "lying white," slowly separating herself
from herself during the long ritual so that Jens is left
with only a cold, compulsive ghost. These women be-
lieve in their love, yet they believe they are wrong to
love.

When Clory, big with Abijah’s child, stepped into
the night for fresh air and found Free, who was taking
his irrigation turn, all the months of pretense were for-
gotten.

She leaned suddenly and kissed him. Beyond
the guilty feeling in her heart was an older,
headier clamor. But she hadn’t expected this wild,
tumultuous bliss, this joy that struck her to the
core. Her very flesh seemed to dissolve--a voice
rode triumphantly over the dark waves in her
mind, "I never knew kissing could be like this .... "

"You have to say it, Clory--that way we’ll
know we’re not sneaking, it’s not wrong--"

Her head came up proudly, and she looked him
in the eye.

"I do love you, Free," she said steadily. "I
guess I’ve loved you for a long time and just
didn’t know it. We shouldn’t have let it happen,
but now it has, I’m not ashamed. I’m glad."

...They sat through the long night among the
crushed bergamot and made plans, quite as if
they could make plans...

...But run where? There were deserts stretching
endlessly on either side...

And the ugly facts would not be downed. Run-
ning away would justify all Abijah’s suspicions.
Blood atonement, and the transgressor’s blood
going up as an incense to the Lord in expiation.
The law gave Abijah the right to do that to a wife
who transgressed her marriage vows.

"No, Free," she said softly, "there’s no use
trying to hang on to it. Our lives were marked out
by Somebody bigger than us and we’ve got to live
them the way He’s set us down. At least we know
about our love and we can use it to make us
stronger, finer. Every time I look at you I can say
to myself, ’There’s the person who has made my
life richer, who is always in my heart’--I’ll look at
you and know that as long as I live I’ll never be
lonely again-’’4
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Each triangle contains a husband who is a priest-
and makes his mark as a solicitous bishop.)hood bearer, a dutiful spouse, a good provider, and is

obedient to authority. Free, Peter, and Erik all repre-
sent in truly archetypal fashion the forbidden fruit.
They are younger, passionate, attractive, less bound to
orthodoxy, inclined toward rebellion themselves, (and
two of them are musical). An authoritative setting is a
striking background for an illicit love affair, and both
Whipple and Sorensen wield that suspense skillfully,
letting their characters lean first toward one love and
righteousness, then toward the other love and joy.

The same night Kate Alexander sees Karl and her
sister kiss, Peter asks her at a dance if she is flirtatious.
Confused, Kate replies that she is married, but weeks
later Peter finds her alone and asks her again.

She looked up at him, then, and cried, "A lot of
us are married, Peter, and it doesn’t seem to make
any difference," and began to laugh hysterically,
though it was not funny, it was even a tragic re-
velation she had spoken. But he began to laugh
with her, and leaned down and drew her up and
they rocked together in laughter which released
their muscles and their stiff nerves and they
moved together freely as if they were dancing
steps they both knew well.

"I didn’t know it before," she said, limp and
very gay. "Maybe I am flirtatious then!"

He drew her to the comer of the room, by the
curtain, and then he ceased to laugh and the
muscles of his face were suddenly harsh and
drawn and he began to kiss her with so deperate
a longing it seemed at first more misery than joy.
"Kate, my Katie, my Katie," he was saying, "of
this I have dreamed night and day."

...That night she dreamed of Peter again,
dreamed awake, and the dream was become real,
including the actuality of his beard, the true feel
of it upon her true face, and a smell of wood
shavings about him, very fresh;... She asked him
about this fragrance, and he smiled and said he
kept his shirts in resinous cedar shavings in a
chest he had made for himself a long time ago.5

(Young men, by the way, who are passionate,
musical, attractive, and freedom-loving fare no better
than do women rebels in Mormon fiction. Erik is killed
after accidentally killing Jens, Free is killed by Indians,

and Peter scoots for cover when Kate’s world caves in

Ellie and Mary Ann are also young rebels, although
they differ from the others in that they are unmarried
and are not protagonists. Ellie loves the bishop’s son
and becomes pregnant. Unfortunately, she is the
drunkard’s daughter and the bishop’s son goes off to
Harvard. Mary Ann loves Tom, an adopted Indian,
and confronts social taboos. Both defy the culture that
will not acknowledge them after they follow their
hearts cross accepted lines of conduct.

In addition to the triangles between wife/husband/
lover indicated on the graph, and the multi-angled
geometrics of polygamous marriage, there is another
abstract triangle consisting of wive/husband and pa-
triarchal authority--whether that be Brother Joseph,
Brother Brigham, Brother Erastus, or God, the Father.
The men often must choose between the counsel of
that leader and the counsel of their wives.

When Willie fails to deliver the afterbirth when her
daughter is born, Clory pleads with Abijah to bring in a
doctor. But after counseling with higher authority,
Abijah annoints and blesses Willie and forbids medical
help. Willie dies a lingering, horrible death, which is
not inapproprate as we will see.

As in Eden, then, a woman is seen as an intersect-
ing point between God and man. Abijah breaks all the
rules of propriety when Clory becomes his wife, and he
visits her nightly to the excited speculation of the
camp, and to the exclusion of his other wives. As he
walked there:

... he was nevertheless wondering uneasily if
anything he enjoyed so much as sleeping with
Clory could be right. He resented women anyway,
because he thought in his heart they were the
means of keeping him from being absolutely
pure. Women couldn’t quite belong to the King-
dom. He felt that Brother Brigham and he saw eye
to eye on that. But since they seemed to be inevit-
able, one might as well get what one could out of
them, always remembering to keep them in their
place. His favorite sermon was on the theory that
behind every sin a man ever committed you could
find a woman .... He ground his teeth. She was
like a drug in his veins, and he hated her.4

Thus, Abijah joins Clory for a night of love.
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Ironically, perhaps, the women in these books agree
with that elevation of the male, seemingly oblivious to
the required sublimation of the female. Most of the
women revere their husbands as gods, certainly as
gods-in-the-making. Kate Hamilton and Mercy joined
the Mormon Church because they loved their husband,
not because they loved the gospel. (Kate felt that a
woman wasn’t expected to understand it.) Nancy and
Chel are similarly inarticulate; they live within their re-
ligion, not by it.

Man’s place versus woman’s place in Mormon
novels is explored by L. L. and Sylvia Lee in a discus-
sion of the works of Virginia Sorensen:

Simon Baker is a farmer, one who delights in
his contact with the earth. Yet his love for the
earth is mixed with his need to control it. In truth,
for Simon the earth is female and must be made
to bear.

This dream of living with the land is set against
the Mormon doctrine of polygamy, a doctrine that
asserts the dominance of the male over land and
women. 7
Mary Bradford summarizes this point neatly in a
study of Sorensen’s books:
If the women in the novels see their men as gods,
the men in her books see their women as one
with their surroundings, celebrating a love of
place.8

Thus, man is god and woman is earth; man acts,
woman is acted upon. We see, then, through Erik’s
eyes, how Jens who had the best of all abundance takes
pride in his intended wife, Chel:

¯ ..Jens and all the rest of the big Eriksen boys
and their pretty selected wives. As they selected
their cows and their fields and the properly sea-
soned lumber for their gigantic barns, the Eriksen
boys chose their women. It was a good way, of
course; their lives were rich for it and their chil-
dren strong and beautiful. Jens had waited longer
than most of them...but now he had this girl.
Lovely as a madonna, chiseled and perfect, a crea-
ture who appeared to have been cultivated over a
thousand years. 9

Women, then, represent the physical, the body, the
earth which is brought to bear. In The Giant Joshua,
alone, there is Bathsheba with her superstitious magic

and Clory’s instinctiveness and mystical smile; there is
Pal, the "mother in Zion," and Willie, the enduring
martyr, and the Yeast Lady, the earth mother. The
physical is, of course, the antithesis of the rational or
the spiritual. Men represent the mind and the spirit.
Mormon novels have female protagonists but they are
true to the traditions and myths of patriarchy, for
women are prized as possessions--sown, used, made
fruitful, neglected, and abused however absent-
mindedly. When her feelings do not match his feelings,
when her plans don’t fit the Plan, it is understandable.
They are only women, in need of spiritual and rational
guidance, prized perhaps, but not regarded as think-
ing, striving individuals. Even the rebels spent their
lives trying to adjust themselves to that mold, only to
burst out again under pressure.

Laurel Ulrich in her essay "Fictional Sisters" notes
that "it is no accident that several of the writers of
Mormon novels...were once little girls in Primary,
too.’’1° Later in the essay, she examines further the
stereotypes that dominate the novels; these novels,
after all, concern a religious patriarchy within a pa-
triarchal literary tradition within a patriarchal cultural
and legal system.

These novelists see Mormonism as reinforcing
two innate male qualitiesmthe capacity for unlim-
ited sexual experience and for devotion to an
abstract ideal. They see it inevitable that the
peculiar virtues of womenmtheir fidelity, their
devotion to domestic practicalities~become bat-
tered in such a system. The plaintive little cry of
Mercy Baker, "We women like things we can
touch sometimes," speaks for them all.
"Polygamy was infinitely harder for a woman,"
muses Erastus Snow in The Giant Joshua, "for a
woman was not like a man~a woman since time
began craved just one man all to herself, and the
secure possession of one man’s love. No gospel
could ever mean so much to any woman as her
own home, her own mate, and a little sucking
mouth at her breast." Or as Ilse puts it in The
Everlasting Fire: "A man will give up his life for
something that has meaning to him~as a woman
will give her life for man." Thus, polygamist
wives are victimized in the novels, not by Demon
Lust but by their own natures. 11
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It might be noted that men involved in love trian-
gles in these novels did not consider a woman’s love
for more than one man any easier to adjust to than did
the women in polygamy. (Of course, that was diffe-
rent.) The gap between men and women in these
novels becomes an abyss, then, for the stereotypes pull
them apart from one another and from themselves.
Men love the gospel and women love their men, but
even here it is not that simple. Women also give up
their all for Zion (remember Willie’s scored knees and
elbows?) and men love their women, at least by turns.

Interestingly enough, the moments that unite
women and man, that center them in love and faith,
are linked to priesthood and patriarchy. After Free’s
death and before Abijah’s mission, Abijah takes Clory
and their daughter, Kissy, with him to inspect some
land. On the return trip, the wagon overturns and
Kissy is injured. Both Clory and Abijah work to revive
her:

But Abijah was like a madman. "Help me,
Mother," he said, holding the child up, putting
his ear against her chest, fanning her face. Not
until after did Clory remember he had called her
"mother." "I haven’t any oil," he said, "but--"
He had always prayed as if God were there beside
him, but now, placing his hands upon Kissy’s
head, he pleaded with such desperate eloquence
that Clory leaned to kiss the horny knuckles. At
that moment, with the blood of his wound, the
dust of the accident, the sweat of his terror still
upon him, stripping him of overlaid emotions,
stripping him to the core, she loved him. All her
life there would be instants lost in memory, when
the authentic passion for Free returned, ~hen the
glow, the warmth, even a breath of the old rap-
ture brushed her and was gone like the falling of a
leaf. But she could live with Abijah. She knew it
now. She saw beneath the shell, and with what
she saw, she could fashion a life. Even in the
agony of suspense, even watching the stillness of
that little body she adored beyond hope of
heaven, something within her rose and sang. 11

Unfortunately, the center cannot hold and before
too many more pages are turned Abijah is away on a
mission, C!ory’s children are dead of plague, and
Abijah sees in their deaths the wrath of God because of

Clory’s love for Free.
Kate Alexander, the most introspective and consis-

tent rebel of them all, finds upon reflection that she
and her husband, Karl, could have found a unity of
love.

It was tragic to me that Karl died so soon, for I
would have stayed more and more often in the
place where he was and I was beginning to know
it. I would have built a strong thing of all those
details of my life which we shared, he and I,
stronger than anything he possessed with his
Christine. I would have learned--I am sure I
would have tried to learn--that my other love was
only the real and recurring deviation and not the
fundamental swing of my life, and having loved
Peter I was able to accept that Karl had loved
Steen, and even other living women. Tradition
would have had its pleasant way with Karl and
me, and the ties would have remained, moving
into the pleasant casualness of common age as we
remained together. But this did not happen. 13

Clory, Kate, Chel, Mercy, Matilda, Nancy, and Kate
Hamilton all love their husbands, sometimes worship
them. Clory, Kate, and Chel also love someone else.
All of them question and confront, reject as well as ac-
cept, and all of them suffer. Kate Alexander explains
what rebellion does to a woman’s life:

If you were a woman and a rebel the only thing
you could tear to pieces was your own life. So
you turned upon yourself. There was no institu-
tion you could rend except at the place where it
touched you; and so always you were the thing to
be cut apart. You struck where family held your
arms pinned in a place around certain ones,
where a house like every successive child, bound
with its constant dirtying, dirtying. And you
struck the very longing that took hold of your
body in the night and sometimes made you feel
beautiful and assuaged, but in the morning had
left you with a fresh burden which did not di-
minish but grew, grew, grew for the rest of your
days. 14

What are we to think of a literary tradition that fre-
quently us6s women as protagonists, only to have each
,~=s,ioye,~ in one ~vay or another at the end of the
book? I believe there is a message in that pattern,
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which is repeated, with variations, too consistently to
be accidental.

Each of these characters is a part of a moving cur-
rent which sweeps her along with it, regardless of her
own wishes. Although she may swim against the cur-
rent from time to time, the waters are relentless: Zion
must be founded, missions must be filled, tabernacles
must be provided for waiting spirits, homes and
families must be cared for and raised unto the Lord.
Although there is only one rape in these books in the
physical sense of the word (and even that might be
legally questionable, since aggressor and victim are
married) these women are coerced emotionally,
economically, and spiritually through righteous and
unrighteous dominion.

When Abijah is overcome by lust for Clory, when
he has thus far restrained due to Brother Brigham’s ad-
vice because of her youth and because of the awkward
logistics of travel, he drives her far from home and
suddenly takes her by force:

The girl, drowned in his urgency, could only
push futilely at his strength, turn her head away
from the masculine sweat-odor of his armpits--
she who so disliked smells. His fumbling hand in-
side her bodice filled her with an ancient clamor
that left her panic-stricken.

This is it, thought Clory; this is what it’s all
about .... Just Abijah suddenly like a man gone
mad and her own wild alarm at the touch of his
hot flesh. This, she thought, is what they meant
by obedience...

When it was over, the girl lay staring at the blue
sky with the tears slipping silently down her
cheeks. Abijah was willng now to be tender...

"Remember," he said, avoiding her eyes, "re-
member our union is sacred in the eyes of God;
He decrees ye shall replenish the earth...woman
is a vessel of His will..."

Clory turned and started back to the buggy.
Well, there’s one thing he won’t have to worry
about any more, she said fiercely to herself; I’ll
never think of him as an uncle again!is

Submission is a fact of life for these women, par-
ticularly since their men have that exclusive priesthood
channel to ultimate answers. Mercy’s health breaks
from the rigors of childbearing; Clory dies of too many

miscarriages, and Abijah believes more in the "waiting
spirits" than in her need to recover her health. Chel
confesses to murder rather than fornication and finds
"order" within herself, a Plan which is madness, but
which bridges the split in her love. Nancy, Matilda,
and Kate all are devastated emotionally although they
are still faithful wives and mothers in Zion.

These "sad" endings are expected of women pro-
tagonists, particularly of women who are willful and
foolish enough to rebel, even inwardly, against the es-
tablished order. All these dead or ruined women are
still, remember, "Zion-bound," here and in eternity.

In her documentary history of rape, Susan
Brownmiller explains:

Through legend and lore, history has mythified
not the strong w6man who defends herself suc-
cessfully .... but the beautiful woman who dies a
violent death while trying. A good heroine is a
dead heroine, we are taught, for victory...is a
male prerogative that is inconsistent with
feminine behavior. The sacrifice of life, we learn,
is the most perfect testament to a woman’s integ-
rity and honor. 16

Thus Clory, who finds a deathbed testimony, Mercy
who dies as the wagon heads toward Zion, Matilda,
Chel, Kate Hamilton and Nancy who endure to the end
as walking wounded, are the sort of women we respect
and admire in Mormon fiction and in the larger tradi-
tion of literature. They are our heroines, yet while re-
bellion makes fascinating reading, the readers are not
encouraged to question, resist, love excessively or
wrongly--to rebel.

One character does not fit the above description--
Kate Alexander in The Evening and the. Morning. When
Kate sees her inevitable destruction on the rapids of the
moving current, she does not endure a stony but right-
eous death. She gets out of the stream. Driven by
scandal and guilt, grief and betrayal, she and her boys
leave her "woman’s place" and she becomes a
businesswoman. (She leaves her daughters with their
domestic aunts.) Kate supports herself and her chil-
dren, never remarries, and apostatizes from her pa-
triarchal church. She does not leave the "man’s
world", of course, for she returns not only to confront
and resolve her past, but also to collect Karl’s pension,
to which she is entitled.
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Book

The Giant Joshua

by Maurine Whipple
Houghton Mifflin
1942

The Evening and
the Morning

by Virginia Sorenson
Harcourt & Brace, 1949

On This Star

by Virginia Sorenson
Harcourt & Brace
New York, 1946

A Little Lower
Than the Angds

by Virginia Sorenson
Knopf, 1942

For Time and
All Eternity

by Paul Bailey
Doubleday, 1964

Nothing Ever Happens
on Sunday Morning

by Blanche Cannon
Putnam’s Sons, 1948

Watch for th eMorning

by Elizabeth McDonald
Charles Scribners
Sons, 1978

Rebel Men Conflict Religious Outcome    Personal Outcome

Abijah Polygamy
Clory Abuse of "testimony"

Patriarchy
Free Triangle

dead

Karl

Kate Triangle "apostate"
Alexander Peter ,

past resolved, single,
"still in motion"

Jens
Chel Triangle discovers "plan" mad

Erik

Mercy Simon Polygamy "Zion-bound" dead

Polygamy
Nancy Joel Abuse of orthodox old, failing, still

Patriarchy jealous of 2nd wife

Matilda Eben Polygamy

Ellie Jasper love affair

othodox "mother in Zion"

estranged from ward single, pregnant, outcast

Kate Polygamy
Hamilton Burns Abuse of orthodox

Patriarchy

Mary Ann Tom love affair orthodox--sort of

withered and wounded

withered and wounded

Kate is still selfish and willful sometimes, but she is
also generous and wise. She cannot undo all she has
done, but she does heal Dessie’s torn family with her
loving acceptance of each member. She confronts
Peter, wh6 deserted her, and finds him guilty and
complacent all at once, and, at last, she lets him go.
Kate sees herself borne into the future through her
granddaughter, Jean, who has Peter’s red hair and
Kate’s disposition. Kate is alone, but so are Clory and
Mercy, Nancy and Matilda. Kate is still herself, still in
motion. But unlike her sisters in rebellion, she is no
longer assured that gleaming crown in heaven nor that
mansion shared by a husbandmand, in most man-
sions, another wife.
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